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PersianPlaya 26 February I picked Passenger Side as one of the 15 films i would watch during
Cinequest this year as its the closest film festival to me, and they usually do a good job of
picking both independent American films as well as noteworthy films of world cinema. Anyhow
im glad they showed Bisonnette's "Passenger Ride". Although compared to Apatow, i think
Bisonnette brings fresh comedy with a different style than Apatow. I liked the fact that they are
basically driving across Los Angeles from one hot spot to another, the acting and writing linked
up well as the director's brother was perfect for the role which seems to be somewhat
biographical, and Adam Scott delivered one hell of a performance as the main character. The
story is about Michael Scott giving his brother Bisonette rides around town to handle some
things, the true reason kind of vague until later. Overall this was a film that was enjoyable,
meaningful, and at times downright hilarious, hopefully it gets proper distribution. Was this
review helpful? Sign in to vote. With no CGI or big-name stars to suck you in, indie movies often
have to fall back on the virtues of a decent script and a well-chosen soundtrack. Matthew
Bissonnette's low-key comedy drama, Passenger Side, rides into town trailing some rather
dubious "poster quotes" in its wake. I'm talking about the so-called reviewer who claims "No,
it's not like Sideways; it's a lot better in fact". See what he did there? The bracketing of this
movie with Alexander Payne's comedy, suggests that Passenger Side is nothing short of a
modern classic. After all, Sideways picked up the Oscar for best adapted screenplay, which
even allowing for the stupidity of the Academy's voters still means something. Matthew
Bissonnette's third full-length film stars his brother Joel as Tobey, the ex-junkie brother of
failed novelist and world-class cynic Michael played by Adam Scott. The movie begins with
Michael in his Echo Park bachelor pad, trying to dodge a call from Joel, who needs a ride
somewhere. Reluctantly he agrees to take his younger sibling to some job interviews, but the
real purpose of their day-long car trip turns out to be a case of "cherchez la femme". Joel is
desperate to locate Theresa Robin Tunney , supposedly the love of his life, but the trail involves
many diversions and misadventures. Shot on HD video in just 14 days, Passenger Side also has
a pleasingly retro feel about it. Mike has invested in a brand new cassette deck but has no cell
phone â€” there will be no texting and definitely no "sexting" here. Instead, this movie features
the rare sight of a character getting out of his car to use a public pay phone. What's most
old-fashioned, of course, is the reliance on dialogue to drive what little plot there is. If you
imagine that two guys driving round LA County promises pedal-to-the-metal scenes and
frenetic action, think again. As in Sideways and the more recent Easier with Practice, it's the
wildly differing attitudes of the protagonists that create dramatic interest. In short, it helps if one
guy is a loner and a misanthrope and the other more of a "glass half full" type. Mike, whose
stock in trade is words, rarely says anything that isn't laced with several layers of sarcasm.
Tobey, though he's obviously led a rather dissolute life, claims to be at a turning point now that
he's joined the Scientologists. But as the brothers try to reconnect over their shared history,
writer Bissonnette's message seems to be that it's Mike who needs to wake up to his failings.
The bulk of Passenger Side's minute running time is taken up with the kind of bizarre incidents
that you expect to see in road-trip comedies. Perhaps the critic who compared this with the
work of Judd Apatow was referring to Mike's close encounter with a transsexual prostitute; a
stop-off at an adult movie set; or the bleeding Mexican who's chopped off a couple of digits.
Bissonnette stops short of giving these incidents the full gross-out treatment because there's a
genuine humanity about his characters. Earlier in the film, the brothers bicker over the
significance of "different strokes for different folks", but when Tobey criticises Mike for living in
LA and not knowing any Spanish, his point is well made. Although Passenger Side is smartly
scripted and both leads convincingly inhabit their characters, it all feels a little aimless. The
mystery element concerning Michael's fruitless phone calls to a possible girlfriend is kept
largely in the background until the film's rather rushed conclusion. When we do finally get to
meet Tobey's beloved Theresa, she only has one underwritten scene in which to explain her
actions. Matthew Bissonnette obviously laboured long and hard over honing his dialogue,
choosing the locations and selecting music from the likes of Leonard Cohen, Wilco and Silver
Jews. But the lack of structure in his story robs it of any real emotional impact and the non-stop
sarcasm becomes a little wearing by the end. If Miles from Sideways were comparing this movie
to a wine, I'm afraid it would be a Merlot rather than the much-prized Pinot Noir. Written and
directed by Matthew Bissonnette, "Passenger Side" stars Joel Bisssonnette and Adam Scott as
two brothers reluctantly brought together on a mission to find And, yes, Joel is Matthew's
brother, so it would be hard to escape the autobiographical implications of Bissonnette's script.
Road movies are not that rare. What is novel, however, is one which takes place within the
confines of one city. Here the location is Los Angeles. Nothing fancy here, just a
character-driven narrative that is both poignant and witty, as one would expect from a story

centered around two brothers driving around in a car for a day. The strength of a film like this
lies in the impact of the sketch comedy represented by each stop along the way, and some
vignettes are gut-bustingly hilarious. What makes this film unique, though, is the way in which
the filmmakers worked the music into the story. Unlike most movies where songs are added in
post-production as they become available, Bissonnette actually crafted scenes around tunes
that he already had in mind. It's as if the movie is a series of music videos, with the action set to
the songs, not the other way around. I got chills when the pair reached the shores of the Pacific
with Leonard Cohen's "Suzanne" playing in the background "you can hear the boats go by As I
watched this film, enjoying almost all of it, I thought of the kind of reactions it might elicit in
others. True to form, they all seem to be present in these IMDb reviews. Yes, I agree- it's quirky
as hell. But not off-puttingly so. Yes, it has some blunt sexual material but, again, not
off-puttingly so. It's got some implied gore, but because it is essentially off-camera, it too is not
offputting. There is no plot, so to speak. So what? It's a road movie. That's code for
'character-driven' and there are plenty of them here. The music is often terrific. It just seems to
fit despite the recent tendency to use a song's lyrics to explain or underscore the point of a
scene. That's a practice I find incredibly disrespectful to an audience and I'm sad to see it has
entered the mainstream. It doesn't happen here. The scene with the transsexual hooker is great.
It's not exploitive; it doesn't moralize. It manages to have humor and warmth. The porn-shoot
scene was surprising and eye-opening. Are the people involved in making and producing porn
really so empty-headed? I didn't expect that quickie-sex movies would draw a cast and crew of
Rhodes scholars, but this was really jolting. Again, very naturally portrayed here. The
"Tupperware party" comment was hilarious. This kind of movie is going to find its own niche
audience. I wouldn't go out of my way to recommend it to anybody, but if they asked, I'd tell
them to see it. HiPalmetto 8 July Quite glad I took the time to watch this. The surface premise is
quite light - two Canadian brothers with some issues to work out drive around Los Angeles
County for a day looking for one of them's ex-girlfriend. As the day progresses first some of the
deeper tensions emerge, the driver, elder brother Michael Adam Scott is a writer suffering some
kind of writer's block on his second book and it's his 37th birthday, while the searcher, Tobey
Joel Bisonette is a recovering addict who appears to have betrayed family trust in the past. The
dialogue between the two leads is realistically the type of deprecatory, disparaging code often
used between rival siblings, containing itself below the level of anger because along with the
dearth of trust there is an accompanying freedom of communication. It will obviously be a bad
day when these two do not understand each other and this is not that day. It becomes clear
after a while that there is a mutual help process in action, that they are clearing life paths for
one another and re-assessing their relationship and previous perceptions of abandonment.
Scott and Bisonette pull off the difficult dialogue effortlessly and and create engaging
characters. Scott has the best of it as his driving task begins to open up for him a world around
him that he doesn't seem to have been conscious of before - his first book had been based on
the relationships among his family members "only made much worse, because that's what
people want to read" and there's a sense that the day's experience will be good for him
creatively. Bisonette plays the dark horse with the past, streetwise and possibly fearless in a
kind of Stanley Cup way, ie not always involving a great deal of obvious intelligence, with
enough pathos and uncertainty to convince as the recovering addict who doesn't really believe
in programmes as much as certain people. SnoopyStyle 16 May It's Michael Brown Adam Scott
's 37th birthday. He gets a call from his brother Tobey for a ride. He gives a ride but Tobey won't
tell him the reason. Michael keeps hinting at his birthday but Tobey is obviously clueless. They
go on a long meandering journey through L. Tobey comes clean that he's searching for his
drug-addicted girlfriend Theresa. It's a lot of grumpy sarcastic indie banter. Adam Scott is
usually good at it if he could have a comedian to bounce around the conversation. Joel
Bissonnette is a perfectly good character actor but he provides no comedy. This has nothing
truly funny. It's a lot of aimless complaining. It has a lot quirky without comedy. A transvestite
jerking off in the car is sort of funny and Adam Scott tries his hardest. That's a small scene and
it doesn't completely work anyways. It takes Michael a bit too long to challenge Tobey. This
movie has lots of weird ideas but the comedy isn't there. I thought the two brothers seemed to
be more like gay lovers than brothers which destroyed the credibility of this sometimes affable
sometimes sickening movie. Like a greeting card from the edge of what a human can tolerate in
a day, it seems to deliver the goods and then backs away and starts doing cheap tricks, literally.
Best avoid this ode to nowhere on a hot afternoon, it isn't that great to watch even as an art film.
Sort of shades of a film Mat Damon did a few years ago about being lost in the desert, but this
film has none of that other films drama. While the taxi driver character makes some valid points
during the ride, the frame of the comments is to distracting for anything he says to have any
real meaning. MartinHafer 23 June Much of the time you have no idea why they are doing this

nor what the one brother is looking for during this day. All you really do know is that they talk A
LOT and meet lots of quirky, almost funny characters. This film by Matt Bissonnette is the
perfect hipster movie. It has a soundtrack filled with discordant music that most other folks
would dislike. It has TONS of dialog that is extremely smug and self-aware and no one actually
ever speaks this way in real life. And, it has no real purpose None of these things are what
others want in a film but hipsters, who generally revel in finding a film no one else understands
or cares to understand, will love it because it's just a rather unenjoyable experience. The film
has a few moments but never does anything to capitalize on them. Likely Adam Scott's best
role. Maybe one of his first? Not the personality he's known for. Joel Bissonette is much less
known but the acting is good. Matt Bissonette's writing and originality in this film instantly
means wanting to see all of his other films. The film is rewatchable if only to appreciate or
criticize the plot choices. Adam Scott seems to end up in a lot of LA-buddy-wannabe-art-films,
that feel like a bunch of stoned writers and glad-handing insiders decide to all get together and
do that script that Kevin's buddy Steve was shopping around, OMG do you know Raymond oh
he'd be perfect, oh yeah i was at the opening for their new house, his girlfriend used to walk my
old roommate's dog, she did makeup on that last Carrey flick, right? Sometimes you get a great
result; sometimes you get drivel like this. Every scene seems to interrupt the flow, and then
after a while you realize the gratuitous interruptions that add nothing, they are in fact the body
of said flow. They seemed to have been hoping for a robust picaresque, but instead got a
pointless chaos where nothing really belongs. I hope that that Pilates'd-out MILF found her
breakout role in the unconvincing tranny prostitute, or maybe the well-rested model who was
somehow supposed to be believable as a waste case. Adam Scott is his usual charming snoot,
but to what end? There is no good reason to watch this movie. On top of all this, the music
selection was probably the worst I've ever heard. Not a single track was worth even saving the
rough sketch of, let alone burn to actual disc. Somewhere there's a backyard BBQ of earnest
young LA acting bucks, and another let's-do- this vehicle is bubbling up. I hope it won't suck
like this one. Comedy me likes. Dysfunctional Family Drama. The Best Unknown movies. Share
this page:. Clear your history. We've highlighted the actors starring in multiple movies and
shows nominated for Golden Globes in Watch the video. See the full gallery. Search for "
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estranged, drug addicted brother Tobey. Tobey is totally unaware that it is his older brother's
birthday, but he is very aware that his car is broken, and he begs Michael to drive him on
various apparently legitimate, vital errands. As Bruce Springsteen has astutely noted, "a man
who turns his back on his family just ain't no good". So Michael puts off his seemingly romantic
birthday plans, and with his brother embarks on a sketchy, meandering day long odyssey
though the mysteries of Los Angeles County. As the day wears on, it becomes clear that this
drive will lead them to some very unexpected destinations. Written by Passenger Side. Much of
the time you have no idea why they are doing this nor what the one brother is looking for during
this day. All you really do know is that they talk A LOT and meet lots of quirky, almost funny
characters. This film by Matt Bissonnette is the perfect hipster movie. It has a soundtrack filled
with discordant music that most other folks would dislike. It has TONS of dialog that is
extremely smug and self-aware and no one actually ever speaks this way in real life. And, it has
no real purpose None of these things are what others want in a film but hipsters, who generally
revel in finding a film no one else understands or cares to understand, will love it because it's
just a rather unenjoyable experience. The film has a few moments but never does anything to
capitalize on them. Sign In. Get a sneak peek of the new version of this page. Keep track of
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and Videos. Crazy Credits. Alternate Versions. Rate This. Two brothers spend the day driving
around Los Angeles county looking for the meaning of their lives, or cheap street drugs,
depending on who you happen to believe. Director: Matt Bissonnette as Matthew Bissonnette.
Writer: Matt Bissonnette as Matthew Bissonnette. Available on Amazon. Added to Watchlist.
Comedy me likes. Dysfunctional Family Drama. The Best Unknown movies. Related Items. Use
the HTML below. You must be a registered user to use the IMDb rating plugin. Photos Add
Image. Edit Cast Cast overview, first billed only: Adam Scott Michael Joel Bissonnette Tobey
Richard Medina Man with Knife Mickey Cottrell Suspicious Man Vitta Quinn Carla Dimitri Coats
Alberto Roberto Enrique Manuel Penelope Allen Henrietta Kimberly Huie Laurie Greg Dulli Porn
Director Gale Harold Karl Maja Miletich Karen Rachael Santhon Anna Adam Balsam Porn P. Edit
Storyline Michael Brown's birthday begins with a telephone call from his estranged, drug
addicted brother Tobey. Edit Did You Know? Soundtracks Mini T. Was this review helpful to
you? Yes No Report this. Add the first question. Country: Canada. Language: English Spanish.

Runtime: 85 min. Color: Color. Edit page. Clear your history. Man with Knife. Suspicious Man.
Porn Director. This content is published for the entertainment of our users only. The news
articles, Tweets, and blog posts do not represent IMDb's opinions nor can we guarantee that the
reporting therein is completely factual. Please visit the source responsible for the item in
question to report any concerns you may have regarding content or accuracy. Showtimes
External Sites. Sign In. Passenger Side Title taken from album by Leonard Cohen , who gave
blessing to the project before his death. Bissonnette, whose credits include the comedy drama
Passenger Side , will direct from his own script. Other cast members include Quebecois actor
Antoine-Olivier Pilon , best-known for his award-winning performance in Mommy. His second
marriage is ending and he has started seeing strange things such Frankenstein sidling up to
him in a bar, or his much-missed. Wilco fans better start saving their money. The veteran
rockers are celebrating their 20th anniversary, and Jeff Tweedy and co. First and foremost will
be the release of the 4-cd boxset "Alpha Mike Foxtrot," which will include 77 rare studio and live
tracks, including demos, cover songs and Tweedy solo tunes. The 4-lp version features fewer
songs. Wilco will also be playing a residency dubbed the Wilco Winterlude in their hometown of
Chicago, where they'll perform at Riviera Theatre on December 6 , 8, 9, 11 and They're
promising a different setlist for each peformance. Both "Alpha. Law enforcement sources tell
TMZ Lindsay Lohan lied to cops Friday by telling them she was Not driving the Porsche that
slammed into a truck on the Pacific Coast Highway, and as a result she could be prosecuted
and her probation could be revoked. Our sources say, when Lindsay was in the hospital getting
checked out after the accident, cops from the Santa Monica Police Dept. Lindsay told police she
was a. A portion of a hovering spaceship is spotted outside and they keep watch via a
camcorder and Av cable hooked to their HDTV. And that is where the sci-fi element ends.
Although it mostly takes place in one apartment, this is. We've not been quiet about our
appreciation - bordering on obsession - of one Adam Scott at Cineplex. The comedically gifted,
California-born, Ewwy nominated cute-as-a-button actor made his mainstream mark with a
supporting role in Step Brothers , made time for solid dramatic work Passenger Side , The
Vicious Kind , '" Tell Me You Love Me " and achieved the perfect balance of bitter, hopeful and
snarky as Henry Pollard in the sadly cancelled Starz comedy "Party Down. According to
Deadline Hollywood, Scott is finally getting to play the lead. Dexter 's executive producer Sara
Colleton has confirmed that Deb will find out about her brother's secret life at some point in the
show. Colleton did not say whether Deb Jennifer Carpenter would discover the truth about
Dexter Michael C Hall in the upcoming sixth season but suggested that she will eventually learn
about his life as a serial killer. Tvline What can we expect to see from Dexter and his Dark
Passenger this season? Dexter is back, and he still wants to play. Using its own psychic
abilities, Warner Home Video has decided that Sept. Simon Baker reflects on The Mentalist. The
third season of the popular tdrama, the season finale of which was aired on CBS just a couple
of weeks ago, finds our favorite mentalist Patrick Jane Simon Baker , Women in Trouble
growing ever-more determined to find Red John, the serial killer who murdered his family. In
between feeding his obsession, Patrick uses his unique skills of observation and manipulation
to solve a number of other cases dealing with everything from martial arts cage brawls to
thoroughbred racing. Rating: 3 out of 5 stars Passenger Side is the sort of indie film that makes
Sundance breakouts, such as Juno and Little Miss Sunshine , seem like industriously-produced
blockbusters by comparison. As a deceptively simple story of two estranged brothers, Michael
Adam Scott and Tobey Joel Bissonnette , spending a day driving around getting reacquainted,
Passenger Side is a pure breeze. A road movie of sorts, though one set entirely in one city, we
follow Michael and Tobey as they drive around some haunts of L. After cult hit Moon , Jones
goes for the mainstream with a conceptual thriller that makes Christopher Nolan look soulless
but would have Hitchcock scratching his head. The Deja Vu-meets- Groundhog Day plot forces
Gyllenhaal's GI to relive the last eight minutes of a train bombing over and over till he finds the
terrorist experimental technology â€” don't ask. Zack Snyder shows you his fantasy, which
turns out to consist of fetish-outfitted babes in scenarios out of computer games and women's
prison movies, to a diluted alt soundtrack. This man needs help. My review from the Los
Angeles Film Festival is here. Zellweger stars as a social worker whose latest case involving a
child Jodelle Ferland that she believes is a victim of abuse leads to something far more
terrifying. Bradley Cooper and Ian McShane co-star. Brendan and the Secret of the Kells went to
Gkids for U. Cinephil licensed Film Unfinished to Oscilloscope for U. Crimson Wolf Productions
licensed No. American rights to Eyeborgs to Image in a pre-Cannes deal. Strand Releasing has
picked up U. As the day wears on, it becomes clear that this drive will lead them to some very
unexpected destinations. Any fans of Superchunk or Portastatic out there? Because Mac
McCaughan of the former and Jim Wilbur of the latter are responsible for a good chunk of the
music in Matthew Bissonette's Passenger Side and both musicians will be in attendance at a

special screening of the film Wednesday, April 7th at the Royal Cinema at 8pm. How special is
it? Well, the film itse
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lf was named one of Canada's Top Ten for , which is pretty darn special in itself. But making it
even more special is that following the screening McCaughan and Wilbur will be taking the
stage to deliver an intimate set of acoustic music for the audience. Seating is limited so jump to
it early. Canada's Top Ten, an annual event created by the Toronto International Film Festival,
just announced the ten best Canadian films of In this case, we're talking about Canadian films
that were released in theatres or have been screened in film festivals in Besides, the films will
be shown at the Cinematheque in Toronto in January. However, she learns from her husband's
friend Alexander Siddig , who welcomes her, that he's still held up in Gaza. Directed by Ruba
Nadda. He welcomes four teenagers with the Down syndrome. An error has occured. Please try
again. See also Showtimes External Sites. Comedy me likes. Dysfunctional Family Drama. The
Best Unknown movies. Share this page:. Clear your history.

